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herself was whether any new proposals would improve or
trouble the good atmosphere established by those two agree-
ments.' The answer as far as Colonel Beck was concerned was
politely in the negative.
At Prague Eden met with a more encouraging reception.
Here was another father of his people in President Masaryk
and another omniscient controller of foreign affairs in Dr.
Benes. Geography made clearer demands upon them, and
Benes was genuine in his hopes that more would be heard
of the Eastern Locarno at Stresa. For at Stresa Eden's experi-
ences were to be collated and the c allied ' Powers work out
the policy that would convey to Hitler the urgent need for
peace. No doubt Benes, as he waved good-bye to his guests
from the aerodrome, was also genuine in his hope that Eden
would be the British delegate when the time came for the
statesmen to gather in secret yet grandiose conclave on the
tiny island Isola Bella.
But the aeroplane with Eden on board shortly after leaving
Leipzig for Cologne ran into a storm of tropical violence over
the Black Mountains.   According to Reed, who was also on
board, it was ' a foul trip, the worst I ever made . .. We flew
into thick cloud and then suddenly snow was beating about
us, and the machine was thrown here and there and let down
with a bump into a deep void and then again rocketed up-
wards and given a smack on one wing and a smack on the
other, and a bang on the solar plexus and a kidney punch
that sent the tail spinning round.'  ' I knew,' he adds, * that
we were flying over wooded and mountainous country with
no hope of a forced landing.* When they landed at Cologne
the flight had to be abandoned, but by then Eden, already
exhausted by the rush from capital to capital, the endless
dispatches and receptions, had broken down, was ill and
ordered by his doctors to take a complete rest from world
politics for several weeks.
So Stresa was without the one man who could have given
its deliberations perspective.    Without Eden at Stresa the
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